
CAVCOMM 
Staging & Logistics Group

Specialists in AV systems for difficult environments

• Corporate road shows
• Corporate events
• Trade shows
• Command/control centers
• Transportation facilities
• Auditoriums
• Atria
• Houses of worship

Our expertise: 

• Event staging
• Logistics 
• Sound & video system design
• Warehousing and distribution of show materials
• Automation and control
• Stage and facility lighting
• Service and maintenance
• AV rentalsProblem solving is what we do best at CAVCOMM. 

We specialize in the design and installation of 
audio and video systems for the most difficult 
spaces, including those found on the road in 
multi-city presentations. 

Whether you’re in charge of a corporate road 
show, a boardroom, auditorium or building-sized 
video billboard, we have the experience and 
expertise to make your AV system work well and 
keep working. 

We offer complete system design, logistics, stag-
ing services, installation and repairs. With depots 
and technicians across the country, we can help 
you stage regional shows or a nationwide tour.

Call us any time.
We’re ready every time.

847.675.4441

Video and audio systems we installed in seven traveling demo 
centers for Microsoft. 

For corporate 
events

  
...The right solution, 

every time!

Staging & Logistics Group
8111 N. St. Louis, Skokie, IL 60076

847.675.4441
www.cavcommcorp.com

Who we are

Cover and inside: 
photos from Microsoft 
Vista and Office 2007 
introductions we 
staged in 59 cities. 
Inside flap: video 
billboard we installed 
in Times Square. 

Staging & Logistics



Efficiencies and savings 

Poorly planned tours can be expensive. We regularly save our 
clients thousands of dollars by warehousing and maintaining 
everything they need for their events and road shows. 

We take care of your presentation equipment, computers,  
signage, marketing collateral, mobile devices, registration  
systems and more–everything and anything you’ll need for  
your event. 

The savings on shipping costs alone can be huge, but the  
biggest value is that your presenters can walk into each venue 
with nothing but their notes. 

We take care of everything else—every time. 

Scaled to your needs

Whether you need help with a single event or a nationwide road 
show, we can help.

Our largest tour so far was for Humana during the summer of 
2006. We put 65 teams in the field, each with their own equip-
ment setup and their own truck. We helped the company stage 
800 presentations in a three-week period. 

A 10 to 50 event tour is more typical. For the Microsoft Vista 
and Office launch in 2007, we put five teams on the road. 
Each had a 53’ semi-truck loaded with the hardware and 
show materials needed to stage 59 presentations over a  
six week period. 

Whatever the size of your event, 
we can help—every time.

Engineers and technicians

CAVCOMM employs professionals with decades of experience 
planning, scheduling, and implementing corporate events and 
road shows. 

We will engineer a solution that will fit your performance 
requirements, your marketing or training goals and your budget. 
We can also work directly with your suppliers, dealers, clients 
and venues, making sure each presentation takes place 
smoothly, professionally and as scheduled. 

No matter what your needs, you can be sure we will deliver an 

effective solution—every time.

Corporate tours, not rock concerts

CAVCOMM’s Staging and Logistics Group is ready to help 
you stage your next corporate events or tour. Tours, event 
and road shows have been a mainstay of our business 
since 1994. 

The typical staging company is set up for rock concerts and 
does meetings and presentations only as an afterthought.

We take a different approach. Our specialty is corporate 
presentations with audiences from 50 to 2,000 people. We 
provide planning services, rental equipment, warehousing, 
transportation, setup, system operation and tear down.

We can work in virtually any venue, including hotels, 
convention centers, banquet rooms, movie theaters and, of 
course, your own facilities. 

We’ll give your event the focus and attention it needs—
every time.

At left: video and 
audio provided on 
a rental basis for 
New Community 
Covenant Church, 
Chicago. 

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS GROUP

Call us any time.
We’re ready every time.

847.675.4441

Taking your show on the road


